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Crowd scene
Satisfying symmetry between an unusual test of 
quantum physics and peer review of its findings.

Wednesday, 30 November 2016, saw crowds of Cubans line 
the streets of Havana to say a final farewell to Fidel Castro. 
On the same day, fans gathered to watch Spanish football 

minnows Hércules hold giants Barcelona to a surprise one-all draw in 
their Copa del Rey tie. And a crowd of 100,000 people around the world 
came together over an online video game to type in a series of 0s and 
1s as fast as their fingers could fly, to put to the test a central feature of 
quantum mechanics.

The gamers were part of a day-long experiment called 
the BIG Bell Test, the results of which are described on page 212 (The 
BIG Bell Test Collaboration. Nature 557, 212–216; 2018). The findings 
were produced in an unusual way and, with the symmetry that one 
would expect from a beautiful physics theory, they were reviewed for 
publication in an unusual way, too.

Less than a year after the test, the BIG Bell Test paper landed for 
review from Nature on the desk of Sabrina Maniscalco, a physicist at 
the University of Turku in Finland. Seeing the crowdsourced public 
input it contained, Maniscalco decided to crowdsource the requested 

Some 20 years ago, a student at Peking University in Beijing took 
her own life after making allegations that she had been sexually 
harassed and raped by a professor. Her case made little impact 

at the time, but it is doing so now. The issues it raises highlight two 
points about how the #MeToo movement is now playing out on the 
campuses of Chinese universities. It shows the extent to which things 
have changed, and underlines ways in which these changes do not yet 
go far enough.

The student was called Gao Yan. When friends and supporters last 
month highlighted the anniversary of her death, Peking University 
confirmed that an investigation at the time had criticized Shen Yang, a 
famed linguist at the university, for having an inappropriate six-month 
relationship with her, which he ended nine months before her suicide. 
Shen could not be reached by Nature. He told Chinese media the accu-
sations against him were untrue. After the case was made public last 
month, he was fired from his post at Shanghai Normal University.

Peking University, which Shen left in 2011, also posted previously 
unreleased documents disclosing some details of its 1998 investi-
gation into the case. And it published statements that noted recent 
efforts, including the introduction in 2016 of a ‘teacher’s handbook’, 
to reinforce the ethics of its professors and draft regulations concern-
ing sexual harassment on campus (currently under consideration). 
The institution deserves some credit for these efforts, albeit two 
decades on. There are many other universities — in China and else-
where — that stick their heads deep in the sand when controversy 
arises, on sexual harassment, scientific misconduct or other matters.

That the university felt the need to respond to public pressure at 
all, never mind to issue statements and attempts at reassurance over 
a historic case, gives some indication of how things are changing for 
the better in China. Awareness of harassment, and intolerance for 
harassers, is certainly on the rise there, as in many places. A string of 
well-publicized sexual-harassment cases has hit university campuses 
in China in recent months, and senior academics accused of improper 
behaviour have lost their positions or faced other sanctions.

The shift goes beyond academia, too. Some technology companies 
have been forced to apologize for discriminatory hiring policies that 
target attractive women, and for advertisements that boast about the 
beauty of their female employees.

Together, the public airing of these cases is a positive development. 
Unsavoury activity is being exposed and, to some extent, those found 
guilty are receiving penalties that might deter others from similar 
behaviour. This could signal that China is reaching a new stage of 
transparency, where such issues can be discussed and sexual harass-
ment will no longer be tolerated. But there are still many reasons to 
be concerned.  

Following the response from Peking University over the Gao Yan 
case, a group of current students there pressed the university for 
more details. Since then, one of them — Yue Xin — has complained 
on social media that university officials have pressured her to stop 

Harassment on China’s campuses
A string of cases at Chinese universities shows a system that is trying to address concerns and 
implement change, but still has some way to go.

asking for the information. Her allegations have made headlines and 
yielded statements of support from around the world. They have 
partly overshadowed official celebrations of the university’s 120-year 
anniversary this month. And, in response, the university’s newfound 
openness is faltering — numerous attempts to contact the institution 
have gone unanswered. Meanwhile, students say that posters they 

have put up around campus voicing support 
for Yue have been quickly removed.

Chinese President Xi Jinping visited Peking 
University last week. Ironically, he praised it as 
the birthplace of the 1919 May Fourth move-
ment, a series of student protests that triggered 
wide social and political unrest and ultimately 
produced the nation’s communist leaders.

Concerns over the response to the student protests must be 
addressed. It is one thing for universities to state that sexual harass-
ment will not be tolerated. It is another entirely for them to buy into 
the kind of wholesale changes in regulations, behaviour and attitude 
that are required. The #MeToo movement is growing into an irresist-
ible force. Now is not the time for universities — in China or else-
where — to act like immovable objects.  ■

“Awareness of 
harassment, 
and intolerance 
for harassers, is 
certainly on the 
rise.”
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Helping hands
Awareness of mental health must be matched 
with steps such as better training for supervisors.

It’s Mental Health Awareness Month in the United States, and next 
week is Mental Health Awareness Week in the United Kingdom. 
And awareness is certainly on the rise. Already this year, reports, 

surveys and studies have highlighted psychological struggles experi-
enced by the old, the young, schoolchildren, men, women, soldiers, 
immigrants and refugees, football players, dancers, actors, social-media 
users, musicians, and elite athletes immediately after the Olympic 
Games. As quoted often, one in four people have a mental-health con-
dition. And rates of depression and anxiety reported by postgradu-
ate students are unacceptably high. This week, Nature is working to 
improve awareness of how mental illness can affect researchers: in this 
issue’s Careers (page 267) and Comment (page 160) sections, several 
scientists share their experiences with honesty and admirable courage.

Awareness on its own is obviously not enough. John Lennon wrote 
that life is what happens while you’re busy making other plans. Well, a 
life with mental illness can feel a lot like something that happens while 
well-meaning people are busy raising awareness. So, how do we make 
sure that those affected actually feel heard, supported and better?

Nature is trying to play a small part. Last month, we received a stag-
gering response from readers to a Careers item about the alarmingly 
high rates of mental-health concerns reported by postgraduates. We 
invited people to tell us their stories, which we collected through a con-
fidential online form. Our editors hoped to find some examples of suc-
cess that we could share. Yet, almost without exception, the outpouring 
of 300-plus stories we received were from people who wanted support 

but were getting little, if any. (Of course, those who have found support 
might be less likely to tell their tale.) We printed five respondents’ sto-
ries, with their kind permission, last week (Nature 557, 129–131; 2018).

Most who replied were postgraduate students and postdocs, but 
several established scientists also wrote in to point out that mental-
health problems are not confined to the young. We want to thank all 
those who responded so openly: it was harrowing reading, and will help 
to drive our future coverage of these issues. As many people struggling 
with their mental health eventually realize, it rarely helps to keep quiet. 
Reach out to someone and you’ll probably be surprised at how readily 
they acknowledge what you’re going through. Perhaps they are, too.

One problem is that, according to a report last year by RAND 
Europe, “the evidence around the effectiveness of interventions to 
support the mental health of researchers specifically is thin. Few inter-
ventions are described in the literature and even fewer of those have 
been evaluated” (see go.nature.com/2juanaw). 

Some efforts are already under way to help postgraduates, beyond 
simply raising awareness. In March, the Higher Education Funding 
Council for England announced it would put a total of £1.5 million 
(US$2 million) towards improving mental health at 17 universities. 
Several schemes will endeavour to better train and equip PhD supervi-
sors to mentor their students. This is much needed: a dysfunctional 
supervisor–student relationship was a common complaint from many 
who wrote to us.

Manipal Academy of Higher Education in India has established an 
independent, confidential student-support centre so that students can 
come directly to ask professional psychologists for immediate help. 
Meanwhile, the Francis Crick Institute in London has more than 20 reg-
istered mental-health first aiders, who are trained to recognize mental-
health issues, provide initial help and guide people towards professional 
services where appropriate. These and other examples of good practice 
and sources of support are collated in a dedicated page on our website 
(see go.nature.com/2i9a6yx). We hope they inspire more. ■

review — well, up to a point. She showed it to seven of her senior PhD 
students, and then invited them to discuss it with her over a day of brain-
storming, literature search and pizza. She channelled the resulting com-
ments and criticisms into the referee’s report that she submitted, and 
which all seven students saw again before submission. No confidence 
was breached during the review process: the students agreed to strict 
confidentiality, and Maniscalco opted in to our referee-accreditation trial 
scheme, which means that her name, together with those of the partici-
pating students, appears in a statement at the end of the research paper. 
Two other reviewers offered their thoughts on the paper in the usual way.

It is not unusual for a lab head to delegate a paper’s peer review to a 
junior colleague, or to collaborate with one — and, unfortunately, the 
colleague’s contribution isn’t always acknowledged. It is unusual, as far 
as we know, to make peer review a team exercise and to openly state 
that that was how it was done. It’s not an experiment we expect will be 
repeated often. Still, contrary to popular belief, our editors are, in prin-
ciple, happy for referees to involve others in the review process, as long 
as confidentiality is assured and the editors are kept in the loop. It’s right 
for all those involved in peer review to be acknowledged. At its best, such 
collaboration can enrich the review process and help junior researchers 
develop the skills needed to become effective referees themselves. 

In this case, the paper explores the tension between quantum 
physics and local realism. The latter brings together two principles: 
locality — according to which, observing a particle at one physical 
location cannot have immediate effects on the properties of a particle 
at a different location — and realism, which expresses how the observ-
able features of particles exist even if we don’t actively measure them. 
But in quantum mechanics, correlations between distant particles 
exist that are so strong they violate local realism. Put differently, in 
quantum theory it is possible to have two correlated particles far away 
from each other, to measure the first and, as a result, learn something 

about the second without having observed it directly. 
So here’s the conundrum: does quantum mechanics really violate 

local realism, or could it be the case that some unknown factors would 
complete the theory and explain these apparent violations? In the 1960s, 
the physicist John Bell offered a way to tackle the problem in the labora-
tory, by studying quantum correlations in the form of entangle ment. 

In these experiments, sequences of spatially 
separated measurements on entangled par-
ticles lead to computing a quantity that can 
have values not possible in the context of local 
and realistic theories. Bell tests have con-
firmed the validity of quantum theory many 
times, but they include assumptions that leave 

wiggle room for non-quantum explanations as to why local realism is 
violated, and so physicists have been looking for ways to close these 
loopholes ever since.

In 2015, physicists showed that successful Bell tests could not be due 
to speed-of-light communication between the particles, or to inefficient 
detection processes during the measurements. But another, more subtle, 
loophole was still open. Bell tests also assume that experimenters have 
free choice over which measurements they make on each particle.  And 
yet, hidden parameters could be influencing these choices to produce 
correlations that give the illusion of entanglement.

The BIG Bell Test closes this freedom-of-choice loophole. The various 
experimental groups had no say in which measurement settings to 
use. Instead, they performed their measurements according to the 
unpredictable streams of bits received from the 100,000 gamers. 

The results show the presence of correlations strong enough to 
contradict local realism. Maybe that’s how 30 November 2016 might 
be remembered: the day the people of the world came together to test 
quantum theory. ■

“The BIG Bell 
Test closes 
the ‘freedom-
of-choice’ 
loophole.”
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